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1.The early age…

Philbrick 1870 in The Maine Journal Of Education
◦ Numerical calculation is the most important
subjet to study
◦ “In the first stages of instruction …[we should]
enable the pupils to obtain clear and distinct
ideas of numbers by associating their names
with visible objects”
◦ Count bars (l) to 9, and then simply move to 10
◦ “I will make the figures for twenty. I make the figure two and
then put a zero at the right of it, to show that the figure two
stands for two tens, or twice ten balls.
◦ What stands for twenty ?
◦ The figure two, and a zero at the right of it.”

“The child easily comprehends that a
figure with a zero at the right of it
does not stand for so many units, but
so many tens”

Miller 1907 in The American Mathematical Monthly
◦ Division by 0 is not easy to understand.
◦ We often hear a÷0=∞ because of what happen as we
divide by numbers close to 0
◦ We should rethink 0 in terms of an “aggregate of
numbers which are commonly considered when we
think of the meaning of a/0”
“Dp*(0) means all the numbers which differ from zero
by not more than p, with the exception of zero itself ”
◦ Just like we should not tell students that
tan(π/2)=1/0=∞, but “ tan A has a meaning for all
values of A except when A=k½π ”.

Minnick 1918 in The Mathematics Teacher
◦ Tests +1000 students entering high school
◦ 97568x7098=? 2.7% of the errors are
associated with 0 (using zero as unity or leaving
the zero out of consideration)
◦ 270568÷9=? 61.2% of the errors are related to
zero (most frequently omission of a zero in the
quotient, as if 27568÷9)
◦ Most teachers assume that students know the
operations with zero, but even in college
students frequently have trouble.
“It is just as necessary to drill on 0 x 8 = 0
as on 9 x 8 = 72.”

Turnbull & Bryan 1923 in The Mathematical
Gazette
◦ Students beginning higher math, have
difficulties with “the fact that the symbol ‘0’
has two entirely different meanings, and it is
not made clear to them which meaning is
involved”
◦ Student's idea of 0 is x-x=0
◦ In higher math “the other 0 .. is the value of x/∞, x
being finite”

“It would clear the air if the second 0 was
expressed by a different symbol, say .”

1.The early ages 1870-1930

◦Learning about zero is important!
◦A relatively technical approach
◦Problems and solutions seem
simple:
◦Explain clearly
◦Use different notations…

2.New concerns

Dickey 1931 in The Elementary School Journal

◦Zero is a trouble-maker in arithmetic,
exceptional in many ways.
◦Teachers say they only memorized the
“irrational” rules for +-x÷ with 0
◦Offer an « inductive » approach to make sense

◦ Presents division by zero the same way,
concluding that “if an attempt were made to
divide any number by zero, the quotient value
would be infinity [but] since we do not know
what infinity is, we cannot divide by zero”
“The writer has found these tables and figures
very effective in explaining the operations with
zero to teachers in service and to students in
training. Finally, it is believed that inquisitive
pupils found in the elementary schools will profit
greatly by knowing why the zero integer behaves
as it does”

DUNCAN 1971 in The Arithmetic Teacher.

◦ We forget to tell students about 0/0, 1/0 … 9/0
◦ Facts or rules to accept and memorize is not
enough
◦ ∃ many accessible explanations we can give
◦ E.g. Division as repeated subtraction
◦ I don’t take out any, how many times?
◦ A more formal approach … division as the
inverse of multiplication:
◦ a/b=c implies a=b•c … so 3/0=c implies 3=0•c
but … there is “no ordinary number c for which
3=0•c … in this sense undefined”

◦ A “somewhat different problem”: 0/0.
◦ If 0/0 is to be equal to some number c, then c
has to be a number such that 0•c=0. “Any
number would satisfy this equation … we have
too many”.
“Instead of having students accept on faith that
‘you cannot divide by zero,’ we alert them to
some of the usual things that may happen if you
try to do so”

Reys 1974 in The Arithmetic Teacher
◦ Important to keep the students interested and
enthusiastic: “A rule without an explanation is
not meaningful instruction”
◦ Shows us why classroom research is need to
help students understand i.e. 6÷0=?
◦ Interviewed 6 grade 4 students: all say “6÷0=0
because it is” or “my teacher said so”.
◦ Interviewed 6 grade 4 teachers: 3 said “0”,
and 3 “I don’t know”.
◦ Interviewed 6 grade 6 teachers: 2 said “0”, 2
said “I don’t know”, and 2 said “impossible”.
Only one provided an explanation.

Study textbooks: coverage is very weak, never
suggest discussing ÷0 with students, no exercises, etc.
◦ Too difficult? Need/want to know? Are they
ready? (Piaget). Should we teach 0÷0?
◦ Research is needed because we don’t know!
Offer 2 explanations:
◦ D2M: “if 6÷0=a ⇒ 0xa=6, but 0xa=0 " a, ⊥”.
◦ Demands indirect reasoning
◦ M2D: “Since 3x2=6 ⇔ 2=6÷3 we need 0xa=6
⇔a=6÷0, but there is no such a”
◦ Seems more accessible: the division is
“constructed”

GROUWS & REYS, 1975, in The Arithmetic
Teacher
◦755 children in 30 classrooms, grade 4, 5, 6.
◦Most research concentrate on division
algorithms, little attention to division example
that involve zero (a÷0 and 0÷a).
◦“Attempt to interpret division by zero in terms
of concrete objects, repeated subtraction, and
other such techniques inevitably results in
confusing situations and student failure”.
◦Compare D2M vs M2D approaches with
Pre/post tests on 0÷a and a÷0 problems

◦ Scores: Pre = 10.4 Post = 11.9
◦ Pre: G6 lower than G4 (but much better on post)
◦ D2M: pre 10.6 post=12.4
◦ M2D: pre 10.5 post=11.4
◦ After 6 weeks, D2M = M2D (11.2)
◦ Most improvement in a÷0
◦ But decline in 0÷a !
◦ An overgeneralisation of “no number work”?
For many, 0 is sometimes ‘no answer’: “The way
children solve a problem is often as enlightening
as knowing that the correct answer is given.”

2.New Concerns 1930-1980
◦Zero is kinda special!
◦It is important to make sense, explain
students
◦Considerations for how students think
◦We have intuitive and more formal
rationales
◦Is there a best way to teach it?
◦Research should tell us more about
children learning zero
◦Follow up on what was previously found!

3.A new era…

A new interest for the many meanings of “zero”
◦ Allinger 1980 in The Mathematics Teacher
◦ Blake & Verhille 1985 in For the Learning of
Mathematics
The everyday, scientific or math use of “zero”
So many rules and rationales with zero in math!

Zero as a placeholder,
zero when rounding, Zero
in +-x÷, 0a, a0,0!, zero of a
function, etc.
Students naturally
confuse those meanings
◦ Idea we heard in 1920

We often tend to simplify,
hiding deep structures:
◦ Zero helps us see that
this is the “real goal” of
math education!

http://tiny.cc/storyzero

“zero is exceptional … It took centuries to invent
the digit zero and added centuries to discover
the number zero and still more centuries to
accept and use it. Yet … we still do not recognize
its significance and importance. The uniqueness
of zero is more general and deeper than that of
any other number and yet pedagogically zero is
treated superficially as a trivial and obvious
notion”
(Blake & Verhille 1985)

Knifong & Burton 1980 in The Mathematics
Teacher
◦Present 5 “intuitive” explanations for division by
zero, suggest to use many in combination with a
more formal approach (with inverse operation)
Wheeler & Feghali 1983 in Journal for Research
in Mathematics Education
◦52 Pre-service teachers have an inadequate
knowledge about zero
◦We should focus on teachers, not only students

Ball 1990 in Journal for Research in
Mathematics Education
◦Interview 19 prospective elementary and
secondary teachers on division with zero:
“How would you answer a student…”
◦Only few can give math explanations, often
wrong
◦“Anytime you get a number divided by zero,
then you did wrong before”
◦Their math knowledge seems fragmented,
and not necessarily used to respond to
students

Many other studies on teachers understanding of
zero, its teaching, and what could be done during
initial training. E.g.:
◦ Watson J. 1991. Models to Show the
Impossibility of Division by Zero. School Science
and Mathematics.
◦ Tsamir P. & Tirosh, D. 2002. Intuitive Beleifs,
Formal definitions and Undefined Operations:
Cases of Division by Zero. In Leder, Pehkonen, &
Torner (Eds.). Beliefs : A hidden variable in
mathematics education?
◦ Crespo, S. & Nicol, S. 2006. Challenging
Preservice Teachers’ Mathematical
Understanding: The Case of Division by Zero.
School Science and Mathematic.
◦ Quinn, R. et al 2008. Teacher Perceptions of
Division by Zero. The Clearing House.

3.A New Era 1980-2010
◦Zero is actually confusing
◦Getting closer to actual life of
mathematical ideas in the classroom
◦We probably need to teach it in more
than one way, think in time
◦How would teachers learn to do that?
◦How are we suppose to train teachers
for math AND pedagogy (in so little
time)

4.The next
chapter?

Still a interest for the mathematical curiosities
involving zero, and ways to navigate that.
E.g. University students in an online forum!
◦ Kontorovich, I. (2016). We All Know That a0= 1,
But Can You Explain Why? Canadian Journal of
Science, Mathematics and Technology
Education
Some trained mathematicians still argue!
◦ Matsuura & Saitoh 2016: z/0 = 0
◦ Barukcic 2018: 0/0 = 1
◦ Czajko 2018: “unconventional division by zero”
where 0/0=0
◦ Mwangi 2018: 0/0 = 1

And in others more “conventional” mathematical
research involving aspect of “zero”, we still learn
about. Zero is like a key!, e.g.
“Common meadows are fields expanded with a
total inverse function. Division by zero produces
an additional value denoted with a that
propagates through all operations of the
meadow signature … We provide a basis
theorem for … common meadows of
characteristic zero that admit a certain
cancellation law.”
Bergstra & Ponse 2015 in De Nicola & Hennicker
(Eds.) Software, Services, and Systems: essays
dedicated to Martin Wirsing.

2020?

◦ Zero is a fascinating topic, and we still learn
about
◦ I am asking you today:
Are we ready to stop wondering what teachers
and students “need” to know about zero…
… and instead ask ourselves what we COULD tell
them about all these fantastic things we know
about zero?
◦ Sharing through zero our fascination for
mathematics in hope to engage students and
teachers to share this pleasure with us
◦ See zero not a requirement, but as “a way in” to
do mathematics in a fun, powerful, yet
demanding way
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Zero in « pop » culture!

